The LibraryReads Hall of Fame designation honors authors who have had multiple titles appear on the monthly LibraryReads list since 2013. When their third title places on the list via library staff votes, the author moves into the Hall of Fame.

**The Last Party**
by Clare Mackintosh
(Sourcebooks Landmark)

“When a body is found floating offshore, the annual lake plunge celebration in Cwm Coed is abruptly canceled. It soon develops that everyone in the community has a reason for wanting the victim dead. Recommended to anyone who enjoys contemporary mystery fiction like I Know You Remember.”

—Nancy Eggert, Chicago Public Library, Chicago, IL
NovelList read-alike: The Dry by Jane Harper

**Paris Daillencourt is About to Crumble**
A Novel
by Alexis Hall
(Forever)

“Paris becomes a Bake Expectations contestant but being in a reality competition isn’t easy. Fortunately, he connects with Tariq in spite of the pressure of the competition and his anxiety. A realistic depiction of anxiety balanced by an adorable romance filled with fun characters. For fans of Rosaline Palmer Takes The Cake.”

—Claire Sherman, Clearwater-Countryside Library, Clearwater, FL
NovelList read-alike: A Brush with Love by Mazey Eddings

**The Prisoner**
A Novel
by B.A. Paris
(St. Martin’s Press)

“When Ned proposes a business deal - a proforma marriage that will earn her enough money to go to university, Emily accepts, despite her girlfriends having warned her about him. After the marriage, Ned isolates Emily, and everything unravels. Readalikes for this twisty tale include The Couple at Number 9 and The Golden Couple.”

—Tine Kristensen, Fairfax County Public Library, Fairfax, VA
NovelList read-alike: Before I Go To Sleep by S.J. Watson

**Ship Wrecked**
A Novel
by Olivia Dade
(Avon)

“After starring in a TV show together, Peter and Maria’s passion ignites, but what comes next that their career paths are diverging? There are plenty of sexy scenes, genuine belly laughs, and found family joy, and I was sorry to say goodbye to Peter and Maria. For fans of A Merry Little Meet Cute and One to Watch.”

—Sarah Cameron, Richland Library, Columbia, SC
NovelList read-alike: We Met series by Jen DeLuca

**Secluded Cabin Sleeps Six**
A Novel
by Lisa Unger
(Park Row)

“Three couples in an isolated luxury cabin in the woods, secrets, and unclaimed DNA tests under the tree. What can go wrong? Told in alternating chapters from different points of view, this is an excellent suspenseful read for chilly autumn nights.”

—Michelle Nebbia, Hillsdale Public Library, Hillsdale, NJ
NovelList read-alike: The Wild Girls by Phoebe Morgan

**A Very Merry Bromance**
by Lyssa Kay Adams
(Berkley)

“Gretchen has an unexpected night with Colton and then avoids him for a year. Now she needs his help. Determined to be a part of her life, Colton enlists the help of the Bromance book club to provide support and advice. A story of love and the family you are born into and create.”

—Chris Markley, Kingsport Public Library, Kingsport, TN
NovelList read-alike: In the Event of Love by Courtney Kae